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On January 18, 2013, I made a discovery: My electric meter was "different." I no
longer have an analog meter, I discovered!!! So I want on-line and began searching for
information. That is when I learned that these "smartmeters" give off a continuous flow
of Radio Frequency emissions!!! I felt panicky and violated! Evidently I was NOT at
home when this meter was being installed, and it because obvious to me that I had no
control on my property to make the decision to decline from having my home and yard
bombarded with these emissions.

Several years ago, I underwent extensive radiation therapy for the treatment of cancer.
At that time, my radiologist instructed me to avoid any further radiation whenever
possible. He explained that my body had endured a saturation of radiation that was
compared to the total combination of several person's lifetime accumulation of radiationl
Any additional radiation would certainly shorten my lifespan.
Over the years, I stayed off the beach (which I love), refused medical tests, whenever
possible, that would require radiation ... and opted for MRI's instead which utilizes
magnetic resonance imaging ...no radiation. I even refused mammograms which caused
and is still causing medical personnel and doctors to continuously insist that I come in for
one, and they will NOT stop harassing me about it! It's been going on for years now!!!
They will NOT listen to me.. . so, instead, they document that I am "refusing"
mammograms.
Bottom line: I have been so very careful to avoid radiation whenever possible, and now
find out that over the past two and a half years I've been bombarded with RF emissions!
The meter is located on the outside of my bedroom wall. I am in the area of highest
concentration! !! I have been waking up everyday with tingling in my hands and fingers
for many months now, and have had unexplained dizziness and nausea. If it is at all
possible to OPT-OUT of this smartmeter and go back to the analog meter or any other
safer meter, please allow me to do so.

I've been told that my cell phone emits the same type of radiation. The difference to me
is that I can be careful as to how often I use my phone and I can shut it off when I choose;
but I cannot shut off the smartmeter. I have no control over it as it recycles several timesl,
per second, 24 hrs. a day, 7 days a week ...forever! I do hope you understand.
Thank you for reading my "story" and thank you for considering my request to OPTOUT of Smartmeter. Please help me to get rid of it ASAP.
Sincerely yours,
Anne L. Farren

